Introduction
by Ra Malika Imhotep & Miyuki Baker
The Church of Black Feminist Thought is an
experiential black feminist study group that
started meeting monthly in January 2018, first
on UC Berkeley’s campus, and then at the Ashara
Ekundayo Art Gallery in downtown Oakland with an
intergenerational group committed to being in
rigorous, intimate relationships with the work
of black feminist writers and artists. Over the
course of the year, we gathered around potluck
food, altars, and embodied practice to study and
celebrate the works of Octavia Butler, Hortense
Spillers, Saidiya Hartman, Toni Morrison, Nina
Simone, Ula Y. Taylor, Ntozake Shange, local
artist Amara T. Smith, The Beautiful Being
Project, Patricia Hill Collins, Audre Lorde, and
bell hooks.
When we say “study,” we’re deeply inspired by
Fred Moten’s description of it as “talking and
walking around with other people, working,
dancing, suffering, some irreducible convergence
of all three, held under the name of speculative
practice.” It’s certainly not something
that should be confined to fluorescent-lighted
classrooms; rather it’s a converging of mind/body/
spirit with joy, humility, and community. Because
both of us are artists and organizers alongside
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being scholars, we were excited to expand the
notions of what is considered theory and who is
considered a scholar/thinker.
In preparation for each gathering, we created a
portrait of the thinker and a written invocation.
By utilizing visual art in concert with creative
writing, we held a vessel for our community
to enter sources and themes through different
pathways, which both enriched our personal
projects while strengthening a collective sense of
an accessible intellectual community.
The theory atlas you have in your hands is the
culmination of those 12 months studying with and
honoring the work of black feminist scholars,
writers and artists. Each map visually charts
a course guided by notes generated during the
monthly study convenings. Maps can be read in
infinite ways, but at its heart, this atlas of maps
is an effort to share citations in more accessible
ways and to surface all the hidden labor done by
black feminist artists, scholars, and writers.
And while much of our academic work is suspended
in long publishing timelines and hard-to-decipher
language, we believe that bringing the words of
black feminist thinkers into conversation in

physical space, then translating our collective ruminations into visual storytelling and illustration
will nourish and support many.
How do we express what is
how do we celebrate black
of the questions that the
a more imaginative way to
and strategies for how to
illuminates a path toward

felt at a gathering? How do we honor the meaning created between words? And
feminist thinkers in ways that amplify their work to everyone? These are some
visual theory maps begin to answer. We believe that our theory maps activate
access learning that nourishes the spirit. The collective counter-imaginations
thrive in our minds, bodies, and spirits are thus shared in a format that
living with theory/knowledge/wisdom, rather than mastering it.

We hope that the publication of the Theory Atlas will allow the magic of our convenings to reach even
more people, and that it might be used as a teaching tool that broadens the canon of Black Feminist
Thought. We hope to reach diverse and intergenerational communities invested in the work of venerating
and learning with black womxn. We hope that by promoting the convergence of visual art and black
feminism, we spark a trend that illuminates, rather than obscures the role black womxn have played and
continue to play in shaping our social, cultural, and political imaginaries.
Let the Church say, axé!

Ra Malika Imhotep & Miyuki Baker
Co-conveners of The Church of Black
Feminist Thought
Spring 2019
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What we’re calling study following Moten +
Harney is beautifully present in the work of Ula
Taylor. It is the ‘collective theorizing’ of
street strollers and community feminist. It’s
the bread and butter of Black Feminism. It is the
birthplace of praxis. A mode of learning in and
through deep and thoughtful engagement with your
folks. Understanding that thoughtful engagement
can and does happen outside of ‘academic’
contexts and language. That it happens in the
body. In the streets. Our collective theorizing
takes place when we laugh together, when we
dance, when we playfully disagree and when we
affirm each others wanderings.

Ula Y. Taylor, Ph.D., earned her doctorate in
American History from UC Santa Barbara. She is the
co-author of Panther: The illustrated History of the
Black Panther Movement and the Story Behind the Film.
She is currently Full Professor and Chair of the UC
Berkeley Department of African American Studies. Dr.
Taylor and all the black women world makers she calls
in Amy Ashwood Garvey, Ella Baker, Barbara Ransby,
Darlene Clark Hines, Sojourner Truth, Ida B Wells,
Mary Church Terrell, Toni Cade Bambara, & Frances
Beal (& so many more) model what it means to build
and prioritize black women’s offerings with the goal
of total liberation. To move through the world with
this commitment at the core of your being.

Following the wisdom of Ella Baker, “we who
believe in freedom” may not be able to rest in
conventional ways of being and knowing, but we
can and always have practiced release. David
Scott has recently coined the term ‘receptive
generosity’ in his work on the voice and ethics
of Stuart Hall. For Scott this is the practice
of listening while speaking and as beautiful
and necessary as i find the term I have to smile
at the fact that my body has always known and
practiced receptive generosity and I think it
has everything to do with coming into knowledge
as a person who navigates the world as a black
woman. It is the practice we see described in
Dr. Taylor’s encounter with archives of Amy
Jacques and Amy Ashwood Garvey, this knowing of
the self and its limits paired with a desire for
connection and a need for the voice of the other.

Let the Church say, axé!
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We know how we study. And the question now
facing us is why? What are the stakes? Hortense
Spillers is a prolific black feminist writer and
thinker driven by a sense of urgency. Hortense
Spillers has never published a full book project
positioning herself as an expert of any subject,
but her essays -- each responding to a specific
moment, a specific crisis in life and thought that
threatened her very livelihood -- have been
spread, collected and ruminated. I am intentional
about not saying digested, because what Spillers
offer is beyond what can be consumed. It requires
a slow chewing. Her work does not rest easily in
the body, it opens more mouths, leads to more
offerings.
Today we gather to chew together. To take in the
work of one essay in particular, 1987’s “Mama’s
Baby, Papa’s Maybe: An American Grammar Book,”
As an undergrad at Brandeis University, where
I first learned to breathe after and with black
feminism, I was scared of this essay. Now the
first page is inscribed into the forefront of my
academic life. I say this to forewarn that this
work is difficult, hard to swallow if you will.
But thinking with Alexis Pauline Gumbs, the works
fiber comes from the fact that Spillers is trying
to say something that is almost impossible to
say. And not impossible because it’s not true,
but rendered impossible by the simplicity of its
truth. A truth so simple it has been kept secret,
banished to a resting place underneath (or rather
above) all that we think we know.
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Spillers received her B.A from the University of
Memphis in 1964, M.A. in 1966, and her Ph.D in
English at Brandeis University in 1974. While at the
University of Memphis, she was a disc jockey for the
all-black radio station WDIA . Her Dissertation was
on The Rhetoric Black of Sermons. She made use of
the things she knew intimately, spiritually. Sound,
voice and story remain a throughline in all that
she does. Spillers has a sound, a drive to make
philosophy speak her native tongue. She writes with
an understanding that to take herself seriously as a
subject of study, to value the realities of her life
as a black woman, is to serve a collective function,
“to generate a discourse, or a vocabulary that would
not just make it desirable, but would necessitate
that black women be in the conversation” (Spillers
2007 Whatcha Gonna Do?)
As we read today, let us know and remember that the
language we have been given will always fail us,
confuse us, disfigure us. Let us know and remember
that in order to make it work we have to face what is
scary, what is urgent. Let us know and remember that
underneath the words there is a black womans knowing
laughter -- “nameless women in unknown places...
laughing and looking sideways at each other and a
world that couldn’t understand them.” (Alexis Pauline
Gumbs 2017 Spill)
Let the Church Say, axé!
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We’ve talked about hope and why we study, but Amara Tabor-Smith invites us to move and embody study.
Amara Sees. Amara dances Orixa dance in dangly hoop earrings and Amara Sees. I’m always hesitant to
refer to Amara’s staged works as shows. Amara’s site specific ritual activations of space are far more
than immersive experiences. Amara writes spells. Amara dances truth.

Amara’s written works (thinking here about the most recent House/Full of Black Women episode: passing
through the great middle) are deeply citational invocations that invite us to reflect on we notions of
time. Amara invites us to breathe. Deeply. To give that breathe sound. To let the soul say what it needs
to say. Land where it needs to land.

I’m often awe struck by the way Amara conjures up experiences that I always seem to find me when I need
them. How so much love moves through her and lands right in my chest.

Here we are, with Amara, in a circle that permits and protects come to talk about embodied conjuration
as Black Feminist praxis.

Let the Church say, axé!
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Octavia Butler, our thinker + writer + prophet of
the month was born in Pasadena, CA in 1947. In
an ongoing series of conversations with herself,
Octavia E. Butler asked the question: “Who is
Octavia E. Butler? Where is she going? Where has
she been? To which she once respond, “I am a 42
year old writer who can remember.” Then later, “I
am 52 year old writer who can remember being a 10
year old writer and who expects some day to be an
80 year old writer. I’m comfortably asocial -- a
hermit living in a large city -- a pessimist if
I’m not careful; a student, endlessly curious; a
feminist; an African American; a former Baptist;
and an oil and water combination of ambition,
laziness, insecurity, certainty and drive.”
Octavia E. Butler watched her mother endure
quotidian racist violences and swore out loud
that she would never suffer that way. The
devastating quiet of her mother’s response,
coupled with a classmates crass dismissal of
previous black generations as “subservient” to
whites inspired her to write her first novel,
Kindred, as a treatise for a particular kind of
understanding, for empathy. Lauren Oya Olmina
the protagonist of The Parable of the Sower
and the fictional vessel through which Butler
presents “Earthseed : The Book of the Living”
is a Hyper-Empath who leads an assemblage of
characters throughout an apocalyptic landscape.
Published in 1993, Parable of The Sower predicts
with frightening accuracy the conditions of our
present. Lauren Oya Olmina is a young disabled
black woman who shapes her own god and creates
a new world. As a messenger of Butler, Lauren
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offers us Earthseed, the book of the living. A new
religion. A guide for life in and through the end of
the world as we know it.
Octavia E. Butler constructed her own worlds and
put herself in them. And when and where and how she
entered, we all entered with her in the spiralist
way that our ancestors knew to define the present.
“The destiny of Earthseed is to take root among the
stars.” Taken literally or metaphorically, this is a
guide for the pursuit of a new relationship to our
world. Lauren wants, as Butler wants, for us to be
better human beings. For us to be focused on things
other than death and conquering. For us to ‘share’ in
the biggest sense of the word. Moving from embodiment
into fiction, this week we breathe in the spirit of
holistic fellowship with our world. On this Earthseed
day we will honor all that we feel, all that we
change, all that changes us. In our now, in our then,
in our tomorrow.
So be it! See to it!
Let the Church say, axé!
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